
S t .  T h o m a s  A q u i n a s
in Trigg, Ideas of Human Nature (Oxford: Blackwell, 1999) 35-49

1. Aquinas is very interested in purpose, or telos, but he 
understands it in a different way to Aristotle. Explain this.

2. Trigg claims that life-after-death is essential to Aquinas' 
whole understanding of being a human. What are his 
reasons for saying this?

3. Incarnation and Resurrection are difficult words. What do 
they mean and why is the former so important for a 
Christian answer to the core theme question?

4. Many Christians today are dualists. What would Aquinas 
say to these believers and why?

5. Why is it difficult to believe in a future (& physical) 
resurrection of the dead?

6. Why does Trigg think the question of eternal life matters 
for the core theme question?

7. What makes humans different to animals for Aquinas? 
What are his motivations for such a position?

8. Write your own note entitled 'Trigg on Christians on Free 
Will'. Why does he think a Christian is tied to a certain view 
on the free will debate?

9. Are humans naturally good or bad according to Aquinas? 
Come to class ready to (carefully) state your position.

10. What does the term 'natural law' mean for Aquinas? Why 
is it such a hard idea?

11. What does Trigg think is useful today in Aquinas' work?
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Th om a s  Ho b b e s
in Trigg, Ideas of Human Nature (Oxford: Blackwell, 1999) 50-63

1. Some IB philosophy teachers think that Hobbes was a political 
philosopher and, as such, should not be taught in the core theme part of 
the course. Do you agree?

2. What does does it mean to call Hobbes an individualist?

3. What is 'nominalism'? Why might some people claim Hobbes 
nominalism doesn't sit well with his account of human nature?

4. What does Hobbes find so repugnant about Aristotle?

5. On page 53 Trigg notes three philosophical elements to Hobbes' 
thought. In a core theme answer you could use each of these as an 
argument for his position. Write down each with enough space for 
supporting evidence.

6. How does freedom fit with into picture Hobbes is painting? Is this a 
strength or weakness of his position?

7. What, according to Trigg, is Hobbes' 'easiest' (54) argument for his 
account of human nature?

8. What is meant by Hobbes when he coins the phrase 'state of nature'?

9. Perhaps the most common criticism of Hobbes is that his 'state of nature' 
was never the case. Is this a good criticism (remember counter points 
get you a 5, countering those gets you a 6/7)?

10. What is Butler's criticism of Hobbesian egoism?

11. Why might one sight the family as a counter-example to Hobbes' thought 
on society?

12. From what you know of Christianity, how convincing do you find Hobbes' 
claim that all he says is compatible with the 'law of the gospel' (59)?

13. Come to class ready to discuss whether 'covenants without a sword are 
mere words' (60).

14. You get bonus marks in paper 1 for describing with a philosopher's 
thought matters today. TAKE GOOD NOTES ON THIS FOR HOBBES. 
To what extent do you you agree with Trigg's analysis? Bring reasons to 
class.
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